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Abstract
Let E be a Fréchet space, i.e. a metrizable and complete locally convex space (lcs), E′′
its strong second dual with a defining sequence of seminorms ‖ · ‖n induced by a decreas-
ing basis of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero Un, and let H ⊂ E be a bounded
set. Let ck(H) := sup{d(clustE′′(ϕ), E) : ϕ ∈ H
N} be the “worst” distance of the set of
weak
∗-cluster points in E′′ of sequences in H to E, and k(H) := sup{d(h,E) : h ∈ H} the
worst distance ofH the weak∗-closure in the bidual ofH to E, where d means the natural
metric ofE
′′
. Let γn(H) := sup
{
|limp limm up (hm)− limm limp up (hm)| : (up) ⊂ U
0
n, (hm) ⊂ H
}
,
provided the involved limits exist. We extend a recent result of Angosto-Cascales to
Fréchet spaces by showing that: If x∗∗ ∈ H, there is a sequence (xp)p in H such that
dn(x
∗∗, y∗∗) ≤ γn(H) for each σ(E
′′, E′)-cluster point y∗∗ of (xp)p and n ∈ N. Moreover,
k(H) = 0 iff ck(H) = 0. This provides a quantitative version of the weak angelicity
in a Fréchet space. We show that ck(H) ≤ d̂(H,C(X,Z)) ≤ 17ck(H), where H ⊂ ZX
is relatively compact and C(X,Z) is the space of Z-valued continuous functions for a
web-compact space X and a separable metric space Z. If X is web-compact and normal
and Z := R, we show that ck(H) ≤ d̂(H,C(X)) ≤ 12ck(H). A corresponding result for
strongly web-compact spaces X is also obtained with sharper constants. This yields a
quantitative version of Orihuela’s angelic theorem for spaces Cp(X,Z) and applies also to
show: If X is the weak∗-dual of a (DF )-space or an (LF )-space and H ⊂ RX is bounded,
then ck(H) ≤ d̂(H,C(X)) ≤ 5ck(H).
1. Introduction
Many classical results about compactness in functional analysis can be deduced from
suitable inequalities about distances to spaces of continuous functions. This line of
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research motivates a number of specialists to study several quantitative counterparts of
some classical results. We refer to works [9], [2], [3], [4], [11], [15], [16] also as a good source
of references. Especially results from [9] and [2], yielding several characterizations of weak
compactness of bounded sets in a Banach space, motivated our present paper. Papers
cited above provided some tools which have been used for new quantitative versions of
Gantmacher’s theorem about weak compactness of adjoint operators in Banach spaces,
Eberlein–Grothendieck’s theorem, Grothendieck’s characterization of weak compactenss
in real Banach spaces C(K) := C(K,R), and the classical Krein-Smulyan’s theorem.
Theorem 1 below deals with the following non-negative functions defined on the family
of bounded sets H in a Banach space E, see [2, Definiton 1]:
(i) γ(H) := sup{| limm limn fm(xn) − limn limm fm(xn)| : (fm)m ⊂ BE′ , (xn)n ⊂ H}
assuming that the iterated limit exist,
(ii) ck(H) := sup{d(clustE′′(φ), E), φ ∈ H
N},
(iii) k(H) := d̂(H
ω∗
, E) = sup{d(x∗∗, E), x∗∗ ∈ H
ω∗
},
where d is the usual inf distance for sets associated to the natural norm in E′′.
Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space. If H ⊂ C(X) ⊂ RX is pointwise
bounded, the closure H
R
X





, C(X)) := sup{d(f, C(X)) : f ∈ H
R
X
}, where d is the standard supremum
metric, then d̂ = 0 iff H
R
X
⊂ C(X) iff H is τp-relatively compact in C(X). Therefore
d̂ > 0 provides a measure of non-τp-compactness for H in C(X).
The following interesting result [2, Theorem 2.3] motivated our work.
Theorem 1. For any bounded set H in a Banach space E we have ck(H) ≤ k(H) ≤
γ(H) ≤ 2ck(H) ≤ 2k(H). If x∗∗ ∈ H
ω∗
, there exists a sequence (xn)n in H such that
‖x∗∗ − y∗∗‖ ≤ γ(H) for any cluster point y∗∗ of (xn)n in E
′′
. H is weakly relatively
compact in E iff one (equivalently all) of ck(H), k(H), γ(H) is zero.
In the first part we show that some techniques from above cited papers can be used also
in the frame of Fréchet spaces, i.e., metrizable and complete lcs.
We provide quantitative characterizations of weak-compactness in a Fréchet space.
The approximation Theorem 7 (extending [2, Theorem 3.2] to Fréchet spaces) is the
quantitative version of the weak angelicity of a Fréchet space.
Theorem 14 and Corollary 15 provide a quantitative version of Orihuela’s angelic the-
orem [18, Theorem 3] showing that ck(H) ≤ d̂(H,C(X,Z)) ≤ 17ck(H), where H ⊂ ZX
is relatively compact and C(X,Z) is the space of Z-valued continuous functions for web-
compact spaces X and separable metric space Z. If X is web-compact and normal and
Z := R, then ck(H) ≤ d̂(H,C(X)) ≤ 12ck(H). A corresponding result for strongly
web-compact spaces X is also obtained with a more sharper constants using the same
proofs that [5, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2], results for web-compact spaces require
extra work. This yields also a quantitative approach to the weak angelicity of any lcs in
the class G.
Notation and terminology: Let E be a Fréchet space and let (Un)n be a de-
creasing basis of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero. By (E′, β (E′, E)) and
2
(E′′, β (E′′, E′)) we mean the strong dual of E and (E′, β (E′, E)), respectively. In
(E′′, β (E′′, E′)) the sequence of bipolars (U00n )n is a decreasing basis of absolutely con-
vex neighbourhoods of zero. By ‖h‖n = sup
{
|h (u) | : u ∈ U0n
}
we denote the seminorm
in E′′ associated with U0n and dn means the pseudometric defined by ‖.‖n. The restric-
tion of ‖.‖n to E, also denoted by ‖.‖n, is the seminorm defined by Un. The topol-
ogy of E can be defined by the F -norm d(x, y) :=
∑
n 2
−n‖x − y‖n(1 + ‖x − y‖n)
−1




−n‖x∗∗ − y∗∗‖n(1 + ‖x
∗∗ − y∗∗‖n)
−1 for all x∗∗, y∗∗ ∈ E′′. Addition-
ally without loss of generality, we assume in this paper that 2Un+1 ⊂ Un for n ∈ N; and
this clearly implies that 2‖x∗∗‖n ≤ ‖x
∗∗‖n+1 for n ∈ N and each x
∗∗ ∈ E′′.
If H is a bounded subset of E then H0 is a neighbourhood of zero in (E′, β (E′, E))
and the bypolar H00 is a compact subset of (E′′, σ (E′′, E′)). Therefore an E-bounded
subset H is weakly relatively compact if and only if H
σ(E′′,E′)
is contained in E.



















: (up) ⊂ U
0
n, (hm) ⊂ H
}
assuming the involved limits exist. Let
ckn(H) := sup
{






d (clustE′′ (ϕ) , E) : ϕ ∈ H
N
}
where clustE′′ (ϕ) :=
⋂
p {ϕ(m) : m > p}
σ(E′′,E′)
is the set of all cluster points in E′′ of
the sequence ϕ ∈ HN and dn(A,B) = inf{dn(a, b) : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. Also define
kn(H) := sup
{































: (up) ⊂ B, (hm) ⊂ H
}
≤ ε
where ε ≥ 0 and the involved limits exist. For ε = 0 we say H interchanges limits with
B, see [14]. γn(H) ≤ ε (γn(H) = 0) means: H ε-interchanges (interchanges) limits with
U0n. Note that
2γn(H) ≤ γn+1(H), 2ckn(H) ≤ ckn+1(H), 2kn(H) ≤ kn+1(H).
Hence supn γn(H) < ∞, supn ckn(H) < ∞, supn kn(H) < ∞ iff γn(H) = 0, ckn(H) = 0,
kn(H) = 0, n ∈ N, respectively.
A space X is angelic if every relatively countably compact set A in X is relatively
compact and for each x ∈ A there is a sequence (xn)n in A converging to x, see [13].
3
2. First observations and remarks
For x∗∗ ∈ E′′ we have d (x∗∗, E) = 0 iff x∗∗ ∈ E iff dn (x
∗∗, E) = 0 for n ∈ N. Hence
Proposition 2. For a bounded subset H of a Fréchet space E the set H is weakly rela-
tively compact iff k(H) = 0 iff kn(H) = 0 for all n ∈ N.
Moreover, from the definitions it follows easily that ckn(H) ≤ kn(H). To prove more we
need the following two additional lemmas.
Lemma 3. Let H be a bounded subset of a Fréchet space E and let h ∈ H
σ(E′′,E′)
.
Then for each n ∈ N there exists a net (uβ)β in U
0
n that σ(E
′, E)-converges to 0 and
such that for each net (hα)α in H that σ(E
′′, E′)-converges to h we have dn(h,E) =
limβ limα uβ(hα). Consequently, there exist sequences (hm)m in H and (up)p in U
0
n such
that dn(h,E) = limp limm up(hm) and limm limp up(hm) = 0. Hence kn(H) ≤ γn(H).
Proof. The linear functional u defined on the linear hull of E and h by u(e + λh) =
λdn(h,E) for e ∈ E verifies |u(e+ λh)| = |λ| dn(h,E) = dn(λh,E) = dn(e + λh,E) ≤

















for each x∗∗ ∈ E′′. In particular
dn(h,E) = u(h) = lim
β
uβ(h), 0 = d(e, E) = u(e) = lim
β
uβ(e)
for each e ∈ E so (uβ)β σ(E
′, E)-converges to 0. If(hα)α is a net in H that σ(E
′′, E′)-
converges to h, then each uβ(h) is the limit of the net (uβ(hα))α and























By dn(h,E) = limp limm up(hm)− limm limp up(hm) we have kn(H) ≤ γn(H).
Lemma 4. Let (hα)α be a net in a bounded subset H of a Fréchet space E. Let h be
a σ(E′′, E′)-cluster point of (hα)α. If (vβ)β is a net in U
0
n such that the involved limits



















Hence γn(H) ≤ 2ckn(H) for each n ∈ N.
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Proof. If (uβ)β is a net in U
0
n that σ(E
′, E)-converges to 0 and the involved limits in















Indeed, for each ε > 0 let hε ∈ E be such that
dn(h, hε) < dn(h,E) + ε.






































≤ dn(h, hε) < dn(h,E) + ε.
















To prove the main inequality pick v a σ(E′, E)-cluster point of (vβ)β . By hypothesis,
limα limβ vβ(hα) exists and v(hα) is a cluster point of (vβ(hα))β so limβ vβ(hα) = v(hα).
Then limα v(hα) exists and v(h) is a cluster point of (v(hα))α so limα v(hα) = v(h).
Therefore uβ := 2
−1(vβ − v) is a net in U
0
n that σ(E
′, E) converges to 0 and such
that the involved limits in limβ limα uβ(hα) exists, because by hypothesis the limits in




































































where the last inequality follows from (1). Hence γn(H) ≤ 2ckn(H) for each n ∈ N.
Proposition 5. ckn(H) ≤ kn(H) ≤ γn(H) ≤ 2ckn(H) for a bounded subset H of a
Fréchet space E and each n ∈ N. Then ck(H) = 0 iff k(H) = 0.
Proof. The second and third inequalities follow from previous lemmas. The first in-
equality is obvious.




(iii) H is weakly relatively countably compact,
(iv) H is weakly relatively compact.
Proof. It is clear that (ii)⇒(iv)⇒(iii)⇒(i). The implication (i)⇒(ii) follows from
Proposition 5.
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3. Approximation by sequences and angelicity
The following theorem extends the last part of [2, Theorem 2.3] to Fréchet spaces.
Theorem 7. Let H be a bounded subset of a Fréchet space E defined by the sequence of
increasing seminorms (‖.‖n)n. Let x
∗∗ ∈ H
σ(E′′,E′)
. There exists a sequence (xm)m in
H such that if y∗∗ is a σ(E′′, E′)-cluster point of (xm)m, then ‖x
∗∗ − y∗∗‖n ≤ γn(H) for
each n ∈ N.
Proof. The proof is based on the following two observations.
Claim 1. Let S be a finite subset of H
σ(E′′,E′)
and let n and m be two natural
numbers. There exists a finite subset Ln(m) ⊂ U
0
n such that for each x
∗ ∈ U0n there
exists y∗ ∈ Ln(m) satisfying
sup {|s(x∗ − y∗)| : s ∈ S} < m−1.





is a bounded subset of a product of p-copies of the scalar
field (of real or complex numbers).
Claim 2. There exists a sequence (xm)m in H and for each m ∈ N there exist finite
sets Ln(m) ⊂ U
0
n for n = 1, 2, · · · ,m, such that if x
∗ ∈ U0n, there is y
∗ ∈ Ln(m) verifying
sup {|s(x∗ − y∗)| : s ∈ {x∗∗, x1, x2, · · · , xm−1}} < m
−1, (2)
and
sup {|(x∗∗ − xm)(z




{Ln(q) : 1 ≤ n ≤ q ≤ m} .




such that for each x∗ ∈ U0
1
there exists y∗ ∈ L1(1) such that
sup {|s(x∗ − y∗)| : s ∈ {x∗∗}} < 1−1.






there exists x1 ∈ H such that for L1 = L1(1) we have
sup {|(x∗∗ − x1)(z
∗)| : z∗ ∈ L1} < 1
−1.
Assume that Claim 2 has been checked for a fixed m ∈ N. To complete the proof it is
enough to apply m+ 1 times the Claim 1 with S = {x∗∗, x1, x2, · · · , xm} and we obtain
the m+1 finite sets Ln(m+1) ⊂ U
0
n, n = 1, 2, · · · ,m+1, such that for each n and each
x∗ ∈ U0n there exists y
∗ ∈ Ln(m+ 1) satisfying
sup {|s(x∗ − y∗)| : s ∈ {x∗∗, x1, x2, · · · , xm}} < (m+ 1)
−1,
and for x∗∗ ∈ H
σ(E′′,E′)
there exists xm+1 ∈ H such that
sup {|(x∗∗ − xm+1)(z




{Ln(q) : 1 ≤ n ≤ q ≤ m+ 1} .
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Finally we show that the sequence (xm)m from Claim 2 is as required. Fix x
∗ ∈ U0n.
From (2) it follows that for each q > n there exists y∗q ∈ Ln(q) such that
∣






∗ − y∗q )
∣











By (3) we have x∗∗(z∗) = limm xm(z
∗) for each z∗ ∈
⋃




q ) for each y
∗








Let y∗∗ be a σ(E′′, E) cluster point of (xm)m. For the previously fixed x
∗ ∈ U0n there
exists a subsequence (xmr )r such that y
∗∗(x∗) = limr xmr (x








Since y∗q ∈ Ln(q) ⊂ U
0
n, we apply (6) and (7) to show |x
∗∗(x∗)− y∗∗(x∗)| ≤ γn(H). Since
this holds for each x∗ ∈ U0n, we conclude ‖x
∗∗ − y∗∗‖n ≤ γn(H).
Corollary 8 ([13, 3.10 (1)]). Every Fréchet space E is σ(E,E′)-angelic.
Proof. Let H be a relatively countably compact subset of (E, σ(E,E′)). Then ck(H) =
0 so by Proposition 6, H is relatively compact in (E, σ(E,E′)) . Theorem 7 implies that, if
x ∈ H
σ(E,E′)
there exists a sequence (xp)p in H such that x is the unique σ(E,E
′)-cluster
point of the sequence (xp)p in (E, σ(E,E
′)). This and σ(E,E′)-compactness of H
σ(E,E′)
implies that the sequence (xp)p converges to x in (E, σ(E,E
′)) and then angelicity of
(E, σ(E,E′)) follows.
4. Approximation by sequences in Cp(X)
For a topological space X , a metric space (Z, d), we consider in ZX the standar
supremum metric, that we also denoted be d that we allow to take the value +∞, i.e.,
d(f, g) = sup{d(f(x), g(x)) : x ∈ X}.




where d(A,B) = inf{d(a, b) : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. Clearly each relatively countably compact
set in (ZX , τp) is relatively compact. Let d̂(A,B) := sup{d(a,B) : a ∈ A}. Recall the
following concepts.
(a)X is a Lindelöf Σ-space if there is an upper semi-continuous map from a (nonempty)
subset Ω ⊂ NN with compact values in X whose union is X , where the set of integers N
7
is discrete and NN has the product topology, see [1]. If the same holds for Ω = NN, then
X is called K-analytic.
(b) X is quasi-Suslin if there exists a set-valued map T from NN into X covering X
such that if αn → α and xn ∈ T (αn), then (xn)n has a cluster point in T (α), see [19].
(c) X is web-compact [18] if there exists a nonempty subset Σ ⊂ NN and a family
{Aα : α ∈ Σ} in X whose union D is dense in X and, if
Cn1,...,nk :=
⋃
{Aβ : β = (mk) ∈ Σ,mj = nj , j = 1, . . . , k}
for α = (nk) ∈ Σ with xk ∈ Cn1,n2,...,nk , then (xk)k has a cluster point in X . If X
is web-compact with D = X , we call X strongly web-compact. All quasi-Suslin spaces
are strongly web-compact. By [18, Theorem 3] the space Cp(X) is angelic if X is web-
compact.
We need the following two technical facts from [5, Lemma 1] and [5, Lemma 3].
Lemma 9. Let X be a topological space, Z a metric space and H ⊂ ZX a τp-relatively
compact set. Then H 2ǫ-interchanges limits with relatively countably compact sets of X,
where ǫ := ck(H)+d̂(H,C(X,Z)).
Lemma 10. Let (Z, d) be a separable metric space, X be a set and H ⊂ ZX with the
pointwise topology τp and ǫ ≥ 0. Assume
(i) X =
⋃
{Aα : α ∈ Σ} for some family of sets {Aα : α ∈ Σ}.
(ii) For each α = (nk) ∈ Σ the set H ǫ-interchanges limits in Z with every sequence
(xn)n in X that is eventually in each Cn1...nk for k ∈ N.
Then for each f ∈ H (the closure in ZX) there exists a sequence (fn)n in H such
that supx∈X d(f(x), g(x)) ≤ ǫ for any cluster point g of (fn)n in Z
X
.
We prove an extension of [5, Theorem 3.1] which yields to the quantitative version of
Orihuela’s angelic theorem [18, Theorem 3], see Corollary 17. The first Theorem 11
works for strongly web-compact spaces X . The other one Theorem 14 deals just with
web-compact spaces X .
Theorem 11. Let X be a web-compact space with a representation D =
⋃
{Aα : α ∈ Σ}
with X = D. Let (Z, d) be a separable metric space and H ⊂ ZX a τp-relatively compact




d(f(x), g(x)) ≤ 2ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z)) ≤ 4ck(H)
for any cluster point g of (fn)n in Z
X
.
Proof. Let ǫ := ck(H) + d̂(H,C(X,Z)) and let H̃ = {f |D : f ∈ H}. We prove that
condition (ii) in Lemma 10 holds for D and H̃. Take α = (nk) ∈ Σ and let (xn)n be a
sequence in D that is eventually in each Cn1...nk for k ∈ N. Note that each subsequence of
(xn)n admits a subsequence (yk)k such that yk ∈ Cn1...nk for k ∈ N. Indeed, for n1 there
is m1 ∈ N such that xn ∈ Cn1 for all n ≥ m1. Set y1 := xm1 . By induction we obtain a
subsequence (yk)k of (xn)n such that yk ∈ Cn1...nk for each k ∈ N. The same procedure
holds for any subsequence of (xn)n. Since X is web-compact, every such sequence (yk)k
has a cluster point in X . This means that the set {xn : n ∈ N} is relatively countably
8
compact in X . Now Lemma 9 applies to deduce that H 2ǫ-interchanges limits with every
sequence (xn)n so H̃ 2ǫ-interchanges limits as claimed. Condition (ii) has been checked.
Now let f ∈ H (the closure in ZX). Since f |D ∈ H̃ (the closure in Z
D), by Lemma 10
there exists a sequence (gn)n in H̃ such that supx∈D d(f(x), h(x)) ≤ 2ǫ for each cluster
point h of (gn)n in Z
X . For each gn there exists fn ∈ H such that fn|D = gn. If g is
a cluster point of (fn)n then g|D is cluster point of (gn)n so supx∈D d(f(x), g(x)) ≤ 2ǫ.
This yields the first inequality. The other one follows like in the proof of [5, Theorem
3.1]: For f ∈ H set ϕ(n) := f for all n ∈ N. Then clustZX (ϕ) = {f} and hence
d̂(H,C(X,Z)) ≤ ck(H).
Corollary 12. Let X be a strongly web-compact space, (Z, d) a separable metric space,
and let H ⊂ ZX be a τp-relatively compact set. Then
ck(H) ≤ d̂(H,C(X,Z)) ≤ 3ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z))) ≤ 5ck(H).
Proof. The first inequality follows from the definition. The last one follows from the
proof of Theorem 11 with D = X . Now we show the middle one: We may assume that
ck(H) < ∞. Fix t ∈ R with ck(H) < t and f ∈ H . Fix
ǫ := ck(H) + d̂(H,C(X,Z)).
By Theorem 11 there exists a sequence (fn)n in H such that supx∈X d(f(x), g(x)) ≤ 2ǫ
for any cluster point g of (fn)n in Z
X . Since ck(H) < t, for this sequence (fn)n there
exists a cluster point g of (fn)n such that d(g, C(X,Z)) < t. This yields the inequality.
Proposition 13. Let X be a web-compact space with a representation D =
⋃
{Aα : α ∈
Σ} with X = D. Let (Z, d) be a separable metric space, let H ⊂ ZX be a τp-relatively
compact set and let f ∈ H (the closure in ZX). Then for each δ > 0 and x ∈ X there
exists U ⊂ X a neighbourhood of x such that
d(f(x), f(d)) < 4ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z)) + δ
for every d ∈ U ∩D.
Proof. Fik x ∈ X and define H ′ = {j ∈ H : d(j(x), f(x)) < 4−1δ}. Since H ′ is the
intersection of H and an open neigbourhood of f in ZX , then f ∈ H ′. By Theorem 11
there exists a sequence (fn)n in H
′ ⊂ H such that
sup
d∈D
d(f(d), g(d)) ≤ 2ck(H ′) + 2d̂(H ′, C(X,Z)) ≤ 2ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z)) (8)
for any cluster point g of (fn)n in Z
X . Observe also that if g is a cluster point of (fn)n,
then
d(f(x), g(x)) ≤ 4−1δ. (9)
By definition of ck(H) we can choose a cluster point g of (fn)n such that d(g, C(X,Z)) <
ck(H) + 4−1δ. Choose h ∈ C(X,Z) such that
d(g(z), h(z)) < ck(H) + 4−1δ (10)
9
for all z ∈ X . Since h is a continuous function, there exists U ⊂ X a neighbourhood of
x such that
d(h(x), h(z)) < 4−1δ (11)
if z ∈ U . If d ∈ U ∩D then
d(f(x),f(d)) ≤
≤ d(f(x), g(x)) + d(g(x), h(x)) + d(h(x), h(d)) + d(h(d), g(d)) + d(g(d), f(d))
≤ 4−1δ + d(g(x), h(x)) + d(h(x), h(d)) + d(h(d), g(d)) + 2ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z))
< 4ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z)) + δ
where we have applied (8) and (9) in the second inequality and (10) and (11) in the last
inequality.
Theorem 14. Let X be a web-compact space, (Z, d) be a separable metric space and
H ⊂ ZX a τp-relatively compact set. Then for each f ∈ H (the closure in Z
X
) there
exists a sequence (fn)n in H such that
sup
x∈X
d(f(x), g(x)) ≤ 10ck(H) + 6d̂(H,C(X,Z)) ≤ 16ck(H)
for any cluster point g of (fn)n in Z
X
.
Proof. Since X is a web-compact space, there is a representation D =
⋃
{Aα : α ∈ Σ}
with X = D that satisfies the definition of web-compact space. By Theorem 11, there
exists a sequence (fn)n in H such that
sup
d∈D
d(f(d), g(d)) ≤ 2ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z)) (12)
for any cluster point g of (fn)n in Z
X . Fix x ∈ X , g a cluster point of (fn)n and δ > 0.
Since f, g ∈ H by Proposition 13, there exist U, V ⊂ X neighbourhoods of x such that
d(f(x), f(d)) < 4ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z))) + δ
for every d ∈ U ∩D and
d(g(x), g(d)) < 4ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z))) + δ
for every d ∈ V ∩D. Pick d ∈ D ∩ U ∩ V , then
d(f(x), g(x)) ≤ d(f(x), f(d)) + d(f(d), g(d)) + d(g(d), g(x))
≤ d(f(x), f(d)) + 2ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z)) + d(g(d), g(x))
< 10ck(H) + 6d̂(H,C(X,Z)) + 2δ.
Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, the proof is over.
The following corollary follows from Theorem 14 like Corollary 12 from Theorem 11.
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Corollary 15. Let X be a web-compact space, (Z, d) a separable metric space and let
H ⊂ ZX be a τp-relatively compact set. Then
ck(H) ≤ d̂(H,C(X,Z)) ≤ 11ck(H) + 6d̂(H,C(X,Z))) ≤ 17ck(H).
Corollary 16. Let X be a web-compact space, (Z, d) a separable metric space and let
H ⊂ C(X,Z) be a τp-relatively compact set in X
Z
. The following conditions are equiva-
lent:
(i) ck(H) = 0,
(ii) H is a relatively countably compact subset of C(X,Z),
(iii) H is a relatively compact subset of C(X,Z).
Proof. Clearly (iii)⇒(ii)⇒(i). The implication (i)⇒(iii) follows from Corollary 15.
Corollary 17 (Orihuela [18]). Cp(X,Z) is angelic for metric Z and web-compact X.
Proof. By Fremlin’s [13, Theorem 3.5] the space CP (X) := Cp(X,R) is angelic iff
Cp(X,Z) is angelic for any metric space X , so we prove the case for Cp(X). Hence we
need only to show the angelicity of Cp(X) for web-compact. Now Corollary 17 follows
from Theorem 14 (similarly as we did in the proof of Corollary 8).
Theorem 11 applies to spaces in the class G, i.e. lcs E for which its topological dual E′
is covered by a family {Aα : α ∈ N
N} of subsets such that Aα ⊂ Aβ if α ≤ β and in each
Aα sequences are equicontinuous [8]. All (LM)-spaces (hence metrizable lcs), dual metric
spaces (hence (DF )-spaces), etc., belong to class G, [8]. The space X := (E′, σ(E′, E))
is quasi-Suslin (hence strongly web-compact) for E ∈ G, see [12].
By [2, Proposition 2.6] for each Banach space E with the Corson property (C) we
have d̂(H,E) = ck(H), so this holds for any reflexive Banach space. Is the same true for
any separable metrizable lcs ? The first part of Corollary 18 is due to Cascales-Orihuela
[8].
Corollary 18. Every lcs E ∈ G is weakly angelic. If E is separable and metrizable, then
d̂(H,C(X)) = ck(H) for bounded H ⊂ RX with X := (E′, σ(E′, E)).
Proof. Corollary 17 yields the first claim. For the other one it is enough to show that
X has countable tightness, since then we apply [5, Corollary 3.6]. Let (Un)n be a basis




n. Since E is separable, each set
U◦n is metrizable and X is Lindelöf. Since X is hereditarily separable, it has countable
tightness: Take a subset V ⊂ X . Let D ⊂ V be a countable set such that V ⊂ D. Then
V ⊂ D. Therefore, any point in the closure of V is a limit of a countable subset.
We present also a particular case of Corollary 15 with better constants. First we note
the following
Proposition 19. Let X be a web-compact space, (Z, d) be a separable metric space,
H ⊂ ZX a τp-relatively compact set and f ∈ H (the closure in Z
X
). Then for each δ > 0
and x ∈ X there exists U ⊂ X a neighbourhood of x such that
d(f(x), f(y)) < 8ck(H) + 4d̂(H,C(X,Z))) + δ
for every y ∈ U .
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Proof. By Proposition 13 we know that x has a neigbourhood U such that
d(f(x), f(d)) < 4ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z))) + 2−1δ
for all d ∈ U ∩D. If y ∈ U , we can apply again Proposition 13 to get a neigbourhood V
of y such that
d(f(y), f(d)) < 4ck(H) + 2d̂(H,C(X,Z))) + 2−1δ
for all d ∈ V ∩ D. Since D is a dense set we can choose d ∈ D ∩ U ∩ V and then
d(f(x), f(y) ≤ d(f(x), f(d)) + d(f(d), f(y)) < 8ck(H) + 4d̂(H,C(X,Z))) + δ.
The oscillation (denoted by osc(f, x)) and semi-oscillation (denoted by osc*(f, x)) of a
function f ∈ ZX at the point x ∈ X are defined by










where the infimum is taken over the neigbourhoods U of x in X .
In the following, we recall the relationship between the oscillation of a function and
its distance from the continuous ones. In the cited reference, the theorem is stated under
more restricted conditions: X is paracompact and f is uniformly bounded on X . The
proof in the reference has two parts, (i) and (ii). For the first part (i), one can find an
outline of the proof for our case when X is normal in Engelking [10, Exercise 1.7.5 (b)].
The second part (ii) does not require f to be uniformly bounded.







Combining this theorem with Proposition 19 we note the following version of Corollary 15
for the case Z := R.
Proposition 21. Let X be a web-compact and normal space, and H ⊂ RX a τp-relatively
compact set. Then
ck(H) ≤ d̂(H,C(X)) ≤ 8ck(H) + 4d̂(H,C(X))) ≤ 12ck(H).
Proof. We only have to prove the second inequality. For this, take f ∈ H. By Propo-
sition 19 we have
osc*(f, x) ≤ 8ck(H) + 4d̂(H,C(X)).
Since osc(f, x) ≤ 2 osc*(f, x) then
osc(f, x) ≤ 16ck(H) + 8d̂(H,C(X)),
so by Theorem 20
d(f, C(X)) ≤ 8ck(H) + 4d̂(H,C(X)),
and the proof is over.
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